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Kindness, Kindness, Kindness!!

This past month has been challenging to say the least. With Covid raging
throughout our country, civil unrest on the rise and a huge partisan chasm
fighting for their own voice, our system has become more disruptive then
anything I can remember in my lifetime. I believe that we have forgotten how to
be kind to one another, how to use empathy as a tool for understanding and
how to use our hearts instead of our conditioned belief systems to help heal
the canyon of hurt that has developed.

I know I talk about kindness a lot and that is because I know what it is like not
to be kind. When I was young, I had very low self-esteem and I didn't know
how to channel my energy towards healing myself. I hate to admit it, but I could
be a bully and my sister was the brunt of most of it (I've spent a good deal of
my adult life apologizing to her!) I had very few inner resources and awareness
with which to overcome my social anxiety and feelings of worthlessness so I
used the only tools I knew to make myself feel smarter, worthy and strong - or
so I thought.

I have been reflecting a lot on how I acted during that time and realize that now
when I see someone act out in such a fashion, that they may also be feeling
inadequate and unworthy. That's when I realize that kindness and
understanding are main ingredients in helping to shift that energy.
Self-acceptance becomes much easier when we can learn to be kind to our
own selves, when we can understand that deep hurt and shame are integral
forces that continue to keep us devalued to ourselves. It has taken me years to
truly shift the way I feel about me and I now can say that the bully in me has
learned how to sit down with a bowl of ice cream and chill out.

The next time you see someone acting out of a less than kind place, please
remember that there is a hurt, scared child inside. Treat them with kindness
and understanding even if it's really, really, really hard to do otherwise.
Kindness starts in our own hearts. Let us be the example that can help change
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the world!
Blessings, Diane
______________________________________________________________

My New Lawn Sign to remind me to be kind to
everyone, myself included!
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Sound Healing Sessions

with Kathryn Rambo
Tuesday July 14th

1:30
Cost: $40 for 45-minute session

Individual Deep Relaxation Sessions with
Tibetan Singing Bowls:

Why is it important to experience and learn deep
relaxation? New research shows that deep
relaxation may help ward off disease by making
people less susceptible to viruses because deep
relaxation turns off the flight-fight-freeze stress
response that negatively impacts the immune
system. By turning off the stress response and
activating the parasympathetic nervous system,
deep relaxation can strength the immune system
and produce a host of other medically valuable
physiological changes according to findings from
the Harvard University Medical School and the
work of Dr. Herbert Benson.

To schedule your individual session please
email Kathryn: purpleotterstudio@yahoo.com

mailto:purpleotterstudio@yahoo.com
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Annual Sizzling
Summer Sale!
July 13th - 18th
It's that time again crystal fans!
Our annual sizzling summer
sale is here again and you can
now get that amazing
specimen you have longed for
at amazing savings! The entire
week of July 13th - 18th all
stones will be 25% off
(excluding consignment, net
pieces or jewelry). Treat
yourself to a shopping spree at
Free Spirit Crystals and enjoy
the new, positive energy that
comes into your home!

This sale is HOT, HOT,
HOT!!

______________________________

Closed On July 4th
We will be closed this
Saturday, July 4th to
celebrate Independence Day.
_____________________________________
Text Link

Layout of the Month

Kindness Layout
 

This layout is designed to
help us find the places inside

of us that need our kindness in order to
shift feelings of inadequacy and unhealthy



behaviors. It assists in showing us our
worth and builds our sense of compassion
for ourselves and others.
 

Layout
 

Bottoms of Feet – Rose Quartz
In Between Legs – Smoky Quartz Point

Facing 2nd Chakra
2nd Chakra – Red Jasper

3rd Chakra – Golden Tiger’s Eye
4th Chakra – Morganite
5th Chakra – Turquoise
6th Chakra – Amethyst

7th Chakra – Mask Crystal Point Facing
the Crown

Hands - Unakite

Do this layout daily for 20 minutes. It is important
to journal your thoughts and feelings afterwards to
understand patterns and beliefs that have
persisted throughout your life.
________________________________________
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Pebbles and Stones
“Constant kindness can accomplish much. As the
sun makes ice melt, kindness causes
misunderstanding, mistrust, and hostility to
evaporate” Albert Schweitzer

Kindness is caring for others, even when they may
not care for you.” RAKtivist

“Kindness is love made visible...”
M. Swanepoel, RAKtivist

“Be kind whenever possible. It is always possible”
Dalai Lama
________________________________________
Text Link

We Will Make it
Through This!!!!

https://www.randomactsofkindness.org/kindness-quotes/131-constant-kindness-can-accomplish-much
https://www.randomactsofkindness.org/kindness-quotes/239-kindness-is-caring-for-others
https://www.randomactsofkindness.org/kindness-quotes/217-kindness-is-love-made-visible
https://www.randomactsofkindness.org/kindness-quotes/144-be-kind-whenever-possible-it
https://www.randomactsofkindness.org/kindness-quotes/144-be-kind-whenever-possible-it


Happy
Independence

Day!!
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